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Mutual Rescue:
TRACY & JACK!
JACKSON GALAXY
What Does it Mean When Your
Dog Has a Limp?
CATCHING UP WITH
TEMPLE GRANDIN
PETPALOOZA MAY 20TH!

SUMMER EVENTS!

Saving Samson!
SUMMIT VET
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south sound people, pets, & community!
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1 What is your phi-

Canine Kind

losophy in training?

Great relationships are
based upon strong,
two-way communication! One of the
first things I teach
pet parents is how
to understand their
dogs’ communication
signals and, in turn,
express themselves in
ways their dogs can
easily understand.
Science has proven
what many pet parents have intuitively
known—that dogs have thoughts and emotions that are similar in
many respects to young children (happiness, sadness, anger, fear,
etc.). For this reason, dogs learn quite effectively with positive,
force-free methods, and extensive research into canine cognition
has proven this.
I use a modern, holistic approach, communicating clearly and
“paying for performance” with food, praise, play, and other rewards. Using this approach, dogs become highly motivated to do
what we ask because they want to.

2 How/why did you get interested in this work?
Several years ago, I became intensely interested in dog training
and behavior modification after adopting a rescue dog—my first
dog ever. It was a baptism by fire: I soon learned that in addition
to major health issues, he suffered from a panic disorder called
“separation distress.” In fact, we nearly got evicted from our
apartment because he would bark nonstop as soon as I walked
out the door until I came home again! Thankfully, I found a doggie
daycare nearby, along with a good pet sitter. They were lifesavers!
Later, I adopted a large dog who drove me nuts with nuisance
barking, lunging and pulling like crazy on leash, jumping all over
people, chasing cats, and more, so I definitely feel my clients’
pain! I learned to “speak dog” to address my own dogs’ issues,
and today, I share my insights with those who want to work toward their dog training goals while deepening the bonds of love,
trust, and respect they share with their pets.

3 How did you learn your trade? What training and
certifications do you have?
My education includes having completed an intensive professional dog training apprenticeship with a certified professional dog
trainer, after which I earned my professional certification credential (CPDT-KA) through the Certification Council of Professional
Dog Trainers (CCPDT). I’m currently pursuing a second credential
for canine behavior specialists.
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4 What is one of your experiences or favorite memories,
while training dogs, that has
stuck with you over the years?
Early on in my career, I was
hired to train a 100-pound Giant
Schnauzer who would frequently
jump up and try to bite people
on the face—including his
owner! I worked with him for
several months, and his behavior
gradually improved. At the end
of the process, his owner told
me how thrilled she was that
her dog had gone from being
scary out-of-control to calm and
polite. My training efforts made a
life-changing difference for them!
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5 What services do you offer; any specialties?
I have expertise in handling behavioral issues like aggression and
anxiety, for which I offer private behavior consultations, coaching, and day training (working one-on-one with dogs while their
owners are working or traveling).
I also teach semi-private classes for puppy socialization, manners
training, service/emotional support dog training, and AKC Canine
Good Citizen (CGC). All breeds, sizes, and ages are welcome!

6 Tell us about your animals, and what you like to do for fun?
My Golden Retriever, Sunny, and I especially enjoy learning and
performing tricks, like leg weaving, bowing, waving goodbye,
sitting pretty, and crawling—both forwards and backwards!

(360) 463-6

7 Anything else you would like people to know about you and
your business?
Having experienced significant behavioral problems with my own
dogs, I feel real empathy for pet parents experiencing similar
issues! My clients greatly appreciate my compassionate approach
to addressing undesired behavior and getting it turned around
quickly.
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My clients find that I’m extremely supportive because I really want
them to succeed! In addition to the time we spend together in private lessons or classes, I offer excellent ongoing support through
phone, text, and email in between appointments. If you’re ready
to improve the life you share with your dog, contact me!

253-533-9039
karend@mckdogs.com | mckdogs.com

360-239

